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The Pillars of the NSDAP/AO
Top Priority!
The PRIMARY OBJECTIVE is the survival of the White Race and of our individual White "folks" or "nationalities"!!!
EVERYTHING else is SECONDARY! Ideological, tactical, and ethnic differences of opinion should NOT be allowed to interfere with the PRIMARY OBJECTIVE!

The Role of the NSDAP/AO
The smallest cell of the NS-movement
is the individual National Socialist. As
long as a single National Socialist exists
anywhere in the world, the fight goes
on!
Note: "Still lives" alone is not sufficient! "Still fights" is essential!
Every genuine National Socialist does
something to somehow promote the
movement! Simply "believing" or
"studying" is not ACTION! Whoever
does not know this and act according, is
no National Socialist at all. (Even if he
can quote Mein Kampf from back to
front from memory in Hebrew!)

Two National Socialists – even if they work totally independently from each other and have no knowledge of each other’s existence – are twice as strong as merely one…
…but if they work together, they are not just twice as strong, rather four times as
strong.
Ten National Socialists – or NS-organizations (!) – even if they work totally independently from each other and barely know of each other’s existence - , are ten
times as strong as merely one…
…but if they work together – optimally coordinated - , then they are not just ten
times as strong, rather a hundred times as strong!
Herein lies the significance of the NSDAP/AO. It replaces neither the individual
National Socialist nor the individual NS-organization. – It supplements them. The
NSDAP/AO MULTIPLIES their effectiveness thanks to its key role on the international level!

The Global National Socialist Family
The National Socialist movement is a GLOBAL family. This family consists of
MANY organizations and individuals. No ONE organization or individual is more
than a TINY part of that family.
There was a time when even major organizational leaders refused to accept this
fundamental truth. They viewed their own organization as the center of the NS
universe… as the heart, mind and soul of the NS movement…as the one and ONLY heir to Adolf Hitler’s legacy!
Some of them banned their members from joining other organizations. Some not
only demanded exclusive loyalty, but branded their “competitors “as “enemies of
the party”.
Note: I am NOT going to mention any names! This is NOT about opening up old
wounds. I simply wish to prepare new people in case they stumble upon any rotting body parts or unexploded land mines left over from the old civil wars that did
so much damage to the movement back when I was young. Hopefully, THEY will
learn from OUR mistakes! Not REPEAT them!
Here is how I view my own position:
The NSDAP/AO does not exist to serve me. I exist to serve the NSDAP/AO…The
NS movement does not exist to serve the NSDAP/AO. The NSDAP/AO exists to
serve the NS movement…The White race does not exist to serve the NS movement.
The NS movement exists to serve the White race.
If you agree with this approach, check us out. If not, check out a different organization.

The Backbone of the NS Movement:
Our Cadres
Neither the NS leader nor the NS organization is the backbone of the National
Socialist movement. The cadres are the backbone of the movement!
The cadres have been forged in years of intensive political struggle. They bear
the scars and have the experience. Their know-how and collaboration are absolutely decisive in this fight!
Sometimes the relationship between the cadre and the “organizational leader” is
akin to the relationship between a seasoned sergeant and a green young lieutenant
fresh from the academy.
My advice as a “senior officer” in the movement to my younger colleagues in
“positions of command” is this: LISTEN TO YOUR SERGEANT!!!

My Role Models
My role models were my educators, co-workers and comrades!
They were, in part, men who had participated in the First World War, the (first)
period of struggle, the Second World War, and the (second) period of struggle after
1945! Hence in part Reich Germans and emigrants…But they were also, in part,
old fellow fighters of the German-American Bund.
We National Socialists of the postwar generation have not experienced and endured ANYTHING COMPARABLE! We must bow our heads in reverence before
them!
The only thing we have to complain about is that we did not get to experience
the Führer and the Third Reich!
The loss of a postwar organization or organizational leader may be very painful
and discouraging for US, but in comparison to THEIR path of suffering, sacrifice,
and steadfastness, it is a triviality!
We must prove ourselves worthy of them - and of the millions of fallen! There is
only one way to do this: To fight to the last breath!

The Old Guard
The Old Guard of today consists for the most part of the NS leaders of my postwar generation. Their distinguishing features are decades of activism and (in Germany) in most cases also several years of political imprisonment.
Nonetheless, we consider ourselves to be, at best, faint carbon copies of the

comrades of the war generation, our own mentors.
We find almost shameful the fact that the young comrades, whose educators we
must be, must unfortunately put up with such miserable role models – in comparison to our educators and role modes -, namely with us.
No protest! The MINIMUM requirement for fulfillment of duty is the fight to
the death! Whoever still lives, has not yet reached this minimum requirement and
has no claim to let himself be glorified all too much! (For coming generations of
NS fighters, this should not seem to be just a pretty formulation, rather as something that is self-evident!)
Our successors must definitely become BETTER National Socialists than we ! –
Otherwise the movement will not possess the high-value human material that is
required for the fulfillment of its historical mission!
THEIR successors must carry on this higher development of character!
Justified appreciation and recognition are good. Yes, they are useful for the history of the movement and the education of the youth. But not, when they are excessive.
Our all-too-human shortcomings are not to be kept secret! First, for the sake of
the historical truth…second, for the sake of successful practice…and third, for the
sake of the education of the youth.
Whoever fights honestly, loyally, bravely, and tenaciously, needs not worry
about his honor and "fame after death".
His Eternal Life is embodied in the blood of his children and his legacy in the
spirit of coming generations of NS comrades!
Gerhard Lauck

The Odyssey of Fred
Part 1

Big House or Nut House?
I picked Nut House. (Better living conditions. Maybe an attractive nurse!)
The bus ride took a few hours. Saw lots of cornfields. Nothing unusual.
Finally we stopped on a dirt parking lot in the middle of nowhere. Next to what
looked like an old rail-line. Except no rails.
Our guide instructed us to get off the bus and follow him. On foot.
Dirt trail…Concrete bridge over a steep ravine with a creek at the bottom…Lots of
spent cartridges. (Various calibers.)… Another few hundred yards and we were in
a huge patch of wild cannabis...Followed by a very narrow foottrail along a steep – but not too tall –
cliff.
Finally we reached our destination. A
two-room mausoleum hand-carved (!)
into the face of a lime stone cliff!
Inside the first chamber we were blindfolded before being led into the second
chamber.
Then everything went dark. Don’t know
how long I was unconsciousness.
When I woke up I found myself inside
what appeared to be a vast underground
complex.

Most of the personnel wore uniforms. Some were white. Like medical personnel.
Others were black. Like security guards.
Most spoke German. Or English with a German accent.
By now I was getting nervous. I asked myself: Am I on the verge of becoming part
of sinister human experiments?!?
Maybe something connected to biological warfare? Or psychological warfare?
Then SHE walked into the room.

The VALKYRIE!
It was love at first sight.
Human lab rat or not. Survivor or not. As long as HELGA (aka “Wölfin” / “shewolf’) was within eyeshot I would die a happy man!

